Across
3. German air force
4. British fighter aircraft
6. British Prime Minister during most of World War II
7. 8th May 1945 - Victory in Europe celebrated
9. Nazi symbol
11. British Prime Minister at the start of the war
12. type of bomb shelter built in a house. Could be used as a table.
15. German chancellor during World War II
16. communicating to influence people
18. British troops were evacuated from here in 1940
20. Capital of Germany
22. an Axis country in the far east
24. the main Axis country in Europe

Down
1. heavy bombing by German planes
2. this allowed you only a certain amount of different foods each week.
5. This American base was attacked by the Japanese in Dec 1941
8. Country invaded by Germany on 22nd June 1941
10. Important battle fought in Russia (1942-3)
13. Russian leader during World War II
14. The allies land in Normandy, France
16. The invasion of this country started the war
17. type of bomb shelter often made in gardens
19. someone (usually a child) sent from a city to the countryside to escape the bombing
21. an Axis country in southern Europe. Changed sides in 1943.
23. German political party
World War II

Hitler  Churchill  evacuee  blitz
Anderson  rationing  Poland  Chamberlain
Japan  Germany  DDay  Italy
VEDay  Morrison  Spitfire  Russia
Berlin  Dunkirk  Luftwaffe  Pearl Harbour
propaganda  Nazi  swastika  Stalin
Stalingrad
Across
3. German air force
4. British fighter aircraft
6. British Prime Minister during most of World War II
7. 8th May 1945 - Victory in Europe celebrated
9. Nazi symbol
11. British Prime Minister at the start of the war
12. type of bomb shelter built in a house. Could be used as a table.
15. German chancellor during World War II
16. communicating to influence people
18. British troops were evacuated from here in 1940
20. Capital of Germany
22. an Axis country in the far east
24. the main Axis country in Europe

Down
1. heavy bombing by German planes
2. this allowed you only a certain amount of different foods each week.
5. This American base was attacked by the Japanese in Dec 1941
8. Country invaded by Germany on 22nd June 1941
10. Important battle fought in Russia (1942-3)
13. Russian leader during World War II
14. The allies land in Normandy, France
16. The invasion of this country started the war
17. type of bomb shelter often made in gardens
19. someone (usually a child) sent from a city to the countryside to escape the bombing
21. an Axis country in southern Europe. Changed sides in 1943.
23. German political party

World War II crossword puzzle

Across
1. L U F T W A F F E
2. B L I Z T
4. S P I T F I R E
6. E Z
8. V E D A Y
9. S W A S T I K A
10. L I T T L E
11. C H A M B E R L A I N
12. C H U R C H I L L
13. M O R R I S O N
14. H I T L E R
15. P R O P A G A N D A
16. D U N K I R K
17. B E R L I N
18. N A R T
19. J A P A N
20. G E R M A N Y
21. Y E Z
22. O L A
23. I

Down
1. B L I Z T
2. L U F T W A F F E
3. S P I T F I R E
4. B L I Z T
5. C H U R C H I L L
6. M O R R I S O N
7. H I T L E R
8. D U N K I R K
9. B E R L I N
10. J A P A N
11. G E R M A N Y
12. Y E Z
13. I
14. N A R T
15. J A P A N
16. G E R M A N Y
17. D U N K I R K
18. B E R L I N
19. J A P A N
20. G E R M A N Y
21. Y E Z
22. O L A
23. I
24. C H U R C H I L L
World War II

Hitler        Churchill        evacuee        blitz
Anderson      rationing        Poland         Chamberlain
Japan         Germany          DDay           Italy
VEDay         Morrison         Spitfire        Russia
Berlin        Dunkirk          Luftwaffe      Pearl Harbour
propaganda    Nazi             swastika       Stalin
Stalingrad